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PORTUGAL SURPRISES

CLOSE TO YOU, TO TAKE YOU FURTHER

aicep Portugal Global exists to support the internationalisation  

of Portuguese companies, to attract structural investment  

to Portugal and to enhance Portugal’s reputation abroad.

We operate according to a philosophy of proximity to companies  

in order to take them further. 

Further in the development of their business in foreign markets;  

Further in the development of their investments in Portugal.

We work daily to ensure that Portugal gets more Global  

and its economy more competitive. A modern country, innovative,  

seductive and the cradle of leading companies which are received  

with open arms by the global market. 

Daily we:

• Provide support for Portuguese companies by broadening  

their export basis.

• Support internationalisation projects. 

• Divulge the Portuguese economy abroad.

• Promote the image of Portugal internationally.

A team of professionals in Portugal and in our international offices  

is committed to your success and are close to you to take you further.

aicep Portugal Global · Portuguese Trade and Investment Agency
Rua de Júlio Dinis, nº 748, 9º Dtº, 4050-012 Porto – Portugal
Avenida 5 de outubro, nº 101, 1050-051 Lisboa – Portugal

P: (+351) 217 909 500 · aicep@portugalglobal.pt · www.portugalglobal.pt

Portugal is a modern, 
sophisticated and  
future-oriented country.  
We are capable  
of combining tradition  
and innovation  
in a very surprising way.
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HOME

We make unique pieces
BUY FROM PORTUGAL

Do business with Portugal

From Harrods' department stores to the Dior store in Singapore, 

Portuguese furniture, textiles, household appliances and lighting 

companies make offices, homes, commercial spaces and hotels  

all over the world quite unique. 

The design that Portuguese manufacturers impart on its furnishings 

allow companies from all over the world to express their  

collections’ and corporate brands' personalities, and capture  

their customers’ attention. 

The functionality of our furniture pieces brings comfort, ergonomics 

and style to millions of families around the world, so they can enjoy 

their furnishings for a very long time without any worries.

The quality of our materials and final products, when it comes to office 

furnishings, translates into pleasant and functional working spaces, 

adding to satisfaction and productivity.

The innovation in our products sets your hotel apart, and helps you 

attract more and better clients. 

In all Portuguese furnishing goods you can find a perfect balance 

between these four elements: design, functionality, quality  

and innovation. This is how we make unique pieces that stand out 

before the most demanding consumers in many different markets  

around the world. 

Portuguese items have been carefully selected for background scene 

decorations in several Hollywood movie productions and many have 

also reached high prices at Christie’s auctions. 

Our fine dinnerware captures the attention of renowned fashion brands 

such as Christian Lacroix, Oscar de la Renta and museums such as 

MoMA (Museum of Modern Art) in New York City. 

Blankets, pillows, towels and bathrobes made in Portugal are used  

by clients staying at the luxury Soho boutique hotel. 

Our decorative lighting has been featured in AD Collector Magazine, 

the design “Oscars”. 

What can we say, our ability to make your rooms into unique  

and exclusive places is endless.

Portugal is a leader in a wide range of traditional sectors, such 

as agriculture, textiles, footwear, furniture and others. Every day, 

entrepreneurial companies supported by a qualified labour force, give 

life to products and services that exceed the international standards  

of quality and touch the lives of millions of people all over the world. 

In Portugal you can find a tremendous offer of top quality and exquisite 

home decor products for all kinds of projects. It is possible to decorate 

your home or commercial space entirely with Portuguese products, 

from carpets, through furniture and accent pieces, to lighting.  

The comfort of our home textiles, the design and quality of our 

furniture, the art that Portuguese companies put into lighting pieces, 

ceramic and cutlery, make the most diverse spaces a unique  

and pleasant environment. 

Portuguese companies use the latest technologies to create innovative 

designs and complex effects, but the hand of the craftsman continues 

to be the essential contribution to the finishing of Portuguese 

decoration pieces. It gives them that special touch that differentiates 

our goods around the world.

That is why year after year more companies choose Portuguese 

products and services to make their businesses grow. 

Be surprised by the extraordinary things that we are able to do  

for you and with you.

Buy from Portugal
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